A Symbolray* monoscope can generate almost any presentation you can think of. (Hieroglyphics, anyone?)

With a Raytheon Symbolray, you can meet almost any data display requirement for different characters and/or symbols—ranging from standard ASCII to custom data displays and even hieroglyphics. And we can meet the requirements with only an inexpensive change in the target font design.

An economical method of generating characters. The Symbolray monoscope provides a much more economical method of generating displays than using circuit cards. Only 2" by 12", it costs less than $100 in quantities of 1,000.

The output of the Symbolray is obtained by electrically deflecting the electron beam to the desired characters on the targets. The characters are scanned sequentially with a small TV raster. The display cathode-ray tube, on which the output is viewed, is scanned in synchronism. The monoscope uses electrostatic deflection and focus.

Full messages can be displayed—as shown at right—when the Symbolray method is used with buffer memory techniques. The monoscope is currently available with 64 and 96 character matrices.

Raytheon Dataray* CRTs include screen sizes from 7" to 24". Electrostatic, magnetic and combination deflection types are available for writing alphanumeric characters while raster scanning.

For Symbolray data—or a demonstration—call your Raytheon regional sales office. Or write: Raytheon Company, Components Division, Quincy, Mass. 02169.

INTRODUCTION

The SYMBOLRAY™ tube is a cathode-ray device which can be used to generate alphanumeric characters for cathode-ray displays or for hard copy print-out. It provides an inexpensive means for generating well-formed alphanumeric information. It is now in use in a large number of CRT Displays that are the communications links with digital computers. Figure 1 shows such an equipment.

Cathode-ray displays are becoming an important communications link between computer systems and human operators. The major advantage of a CRT display is the fast presentation of information. This is extremely useful for temporary display. These Displays will not replace hard-copy print-out, but are an important supplementary device. A few examples of their use:

- Airlines ticket agencies—for reservations control
- Government—air traffic control
- Production line inventory control information
- Remote engineering mathematical computations
- Stock market quotations
- Hospital—medical consultations
- Business report editing

In an airline ticket agency, the ticket agent checks with a centralized computer (perhaps in another city) to find out if seats are available on a specific flight for a customer who wishes to buy a ticket immediately. No permanent record at the agency is required. The computer memory records the seat reservation.
The heart of this system and the alphanumeric generator is the Raytheon SYMBOLRAY Tube, CK1414F.

This tube is operated as a monoscope with an output signal which is generated by a difference in secondary emission between the target background and printed characters. Figure 2 illustrates this principle. Secondary electrons emitted from the target are attracted to the collector which is at a more positive voltage than the target.

Figure 3 shows the operating voltages together with a block diagram of the operation of the tube. Depending upon logic information from the computer memory, the proper characters to be generated are selected by the scan circuits. By means of a digital-to-analog converter, the proper voltages are developed for the deflection plates and the beam is thereby positioned to the specific character. A small raster is generated by the scan circuits and the deflection voltage causes the electron beam to just over-scan slightly more than the character to be generated. A change in electron current flow through $R_L$ creates the output video signal. This is used (with proper synchronization of scan) to unblank the cathode-ray beam in the CRT display. The fact that a standard magnetic deflection cathode-ray tube similar to television-type picture tubes can be used for the CRT display adds to the simplicity and economy of this type of equipment.

It is recommended that a magnetic shield be used around the SYMBOLRAY tube to nullify effects of stray magnetic fields from nearby transformers and motors. The James B. Millen Company—Malden, Massachusetts is a manufacturer for these shields.
DIGITAL DISPLAY—PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

Figure 4 shows a block diagram for a Digital Information CRT Display. The original information can be generated from a keyboard or be obtained from a computer. When a key on the keyboard is touched, a six bit parallel code is generated that is fed to the logic generator. This unit generates the six bit code in time-serial form.

This unit may contain a crystal controlled oscillator that can be both the "clock" for the digital code and the synchronizing signal for cathode-ray sweep. In addition, it can be the generator for the vertical sine-wave sweep used on the CRT and SYMBOLRAY tube. The frequency of the oscillator will be determined by a number of factors such as the field/frame rate of display, the number of characters and symbols in the display, and the number of sine-wave cycles used to scan the "raster" over the symbol to be generated. The frequency can be determined by the following equation:

\[ F_0 = (L + R_v) (C + R_h) N f \]

Where:
- \( F_0 \) = Oscillator frequency in Hertz
- \( L \) = Number of lines in the message
- \( C \) = Number of characters/line
- \( R_v \) = Number of lines used during vertical retrace
- \( R_h \) = Number of characters (time) used in horizontal retrace
- \( f \) = Fields per second
- \( N \) = Number of cycles of sine wave per symbol (including inter-symbol spacing)

As an example, we might consider a display with a message of 800 characters—20 lines at 40 characters per line—at a refresh rate of 60 fields per second. In order to generate characters that appear completely "filled-in," we will use 12 cycles of a sine wave for vertical scan of the raster. \( R_v \) and \( R_h \) will primarily be determined by the characteristics of the deflection circuits and the deflection yoke used with the CRT. The above figures are typical:

\[ F_0 = (20 + 2) \cdot (40 + 4) \cdot 12 \cdot 60 = 696,960 \text{ Hz} \]

The crystal-controlled oscillator would be designed to operate at this frequency. It is also possible to obtain additional "fill-in" by a 180° phase shift of the sine-wave scan on alternate fields. This is similar to interlace used on standard television.

\( N \) is chosen as a multiple of 6 so that this frequency may also be the "clock" for the digital circuits as previously stated.

In this manner, the scanning for the CRT display tube and the SYMBOLRAY tube can be synchronized with the digital bit code.

This serial 6 bit code is transferred to a memory device which is capable of storing an entire message in digital form. The digital code bit information is circulated in the memory system at the repetition field rate for the entire message as it appears in the final cathode-ray display. This is the refresh rate and should be high enough (60 frames per second) so that no flicker is seen by the operator.

Flicker might also be reduced by operation with long persistence phosphors or the new "Square Wave" phosphors. This type of operation would permit slower scan rates allowing narrower band-width with more economic designs. There will, however, be a loss of light output and slightly longer editing time.

A suggested memory device can be a magnetostrictive torsional delay line that produces the proper delay. The signals are regenerated and fed back into the memory device. These are manufactured by:

Digital Devices, Inc.
Syosset
Long Island, New York

Anderson Labs
Hartford,
Connecticut
The digital code signals are then fed to the digital-to-analog converter. The purpose of this digital-to-analog conversion is to sequentially select and generate voltage to deflect the SYMBOLRAY beam to symbols on the target. Figure 5 represents a typical target pattern matrix with the digital code for this matrix. This is a modified ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange).

Thus the digital-to-analog converter will change the code 100001 to the proper deflection plate voltages to center on the letter “A”. 001 represents the column to be scanned and 100 the row. Similarly, the number “4” will be selected from the code 100 for the column and 010 for the row.

As the digital-to-analog converter generates the proper voltages for the deflection plates, the small sine wave raster appears in voltage form on the SYMBOLRAY deflection plates so that the electron beam is scanned over the symbol. The fast vertical scan of the high frequency sine wave together with a linear horizontal scan is used. See figure 6. The electron beam of the CRT display is being scanned in synchronism. The same sine-wave vertical scan is used in a line-by-line scanned raster. The CRT display is then unblanked with the amplified video from the monoscope tube to display the character. As stated earlier, the entire message is repeated at the refresh rate as determined by the recycling to the memory system. Thus a flickerless display is generated. A typical display format may have 20 lines in the message made up of 40 characters per line. This adds up to a message total of 800 characters. Displays have been made with as many as 2000 characters for the whole displayed message.

Since the digital information CRT display has its own digital code generator and memory, it can generate messages which can be transmitted to a central computer and in turn receive messages from a central computer.
VARIOUS TARGET FONTS AVAILABLE FOR SYMBOLRAY TUBE

The SYMBOLRAY tube design permits flexibility in character style to be used in a system. Figure 7 shows samples of different fonts that have been used.

The layout in the matrix of the position of the characters can ease circuit design in the digital-to-analog converter. Most of the targets shown in Figure 7 were laid out to work with a modified ASCII code. The target (upper right hand corner) with thicker vertical lines was designed for an application where, because of time limitations, there were only a few cycles in the raster covering each character. This improves the final display of characters on the CRT display. It is also possible to change the aspect ratio of the scan on characters to make the characters higher or wider on the final display.

It should be noted that targets have been designed to contain an 8 x 12 matrix or as many as 96 characters. This includes all standard punctuation, capital letters and small letters of the alphabet.

Most applications of computer digital displays require some variation in the character font. Figure 8 shows the information needed to design the art work for these special fonts. Many equipment designers have facilities to design fonts for the SYMBOLRAY tube. However, if desired, Raytheon will do the font design at a nominal charge.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:

The SYMBOLRAY tube has been used to generate alphanumericics on a time-shared basis on radar displays and with vector information. In these instances, the alphanumeric identified either targets or points on the vectors. Since this is a fast method to generate symbols, it lends itself to this type of application.
NOTES:
1. ORIGINAL ARTWORK SHOULD BE 4X TO 5X THE SCALE SHOWN FOR SHARP CHARACTERS; THEN PHOTOGRAPHICALLY REDUCED TO DIMENSIONS SHOWN.
2. OUTLINE IS QUALITY AREA FOR CHARACTERS.
3. NOMINAL LINE THICKNESS FOR CHARACTERS = .060".
4. CHARACTER ALIGNMENT (ROWS AND COLUMNS) IS IMPORTANT.
5. WEDGE IS 2° ANGLE. (FOR TRACE ALIGNMENT).
6. RESOLUTION BARS: .060" AND .030" THICK; SPACING .060".
7. REQUEST "F" NUMBER FROM RAYTHEON. TO BE PRINTED IN THIS AREA. THIS IS YOUR FONT DESIGNATION AND SHOULD BE USED WHEN ORDERING SYMBOLRAY® TUBE., E.G. CK1414F33.
8. RAYTHEON WILL PHOTOGRAPHICALLY REDUCE BY A FACTOR OF 5.
9. FOR A TYPICAL FONT, CHARACTER HEIGHT TO LINE WIDTH RATIO IS 8:1.

FIGURE 8
CATHODE-RAY
TUBE—FINAL DISPLAY

Raytheon manufactures a wide range of cathode-ray tubes for use in digital CRT displays. These are electrostatic focus and magnetic deflection tubes of rather standard design. This permits economical final display. Particular types that are offered are the CK1415P31 and CK1439P31. The P31 phosphor is offered because it has very high efficiency and high light output. However, other standard phosphors are also available.

Obviously, any available CRT could be used in the final display. Choice of the particular tube depends on the ease of designing scan circuits to operate it.

RAYTHEON KEY SWITCHES
AND KEYBOARDS

Raytheon makes available switches and complete keyboards for use in Digital CRT Display controls. Write for technical information.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>TWX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Suite 520, 2930 West Imperial Highway, Inglewood, California 90303</td>
<td>213-757-0251</td>
<td>910-321-3964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120 El Camino Real, San Carlos, California 94070</td>
<td>415-593-1021</td>
<td>910-376-4395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>3158 Des Plaines Avenue, Des Plaines, Illinois 60018</td>
<td>312-296-6677</td>
<td>910-233-2780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>104 Raepler Road, Glen Burnie, Maryland 21061</td>
<td>301-761-0430</td>
<td>710-861-0505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>130 Second Avenue, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154</td>
<td>617-899-8080</td>
<td>710-324-6568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>475 South Dean Street, Englewood, New Jersey 07631</td>
<td>201-567-4911</td>
<td>710-991-9741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(In Manhattan dial 947-6400)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>333 West First Street, Dayton, Ohio 45401</td>
<td>513-223-8128</td>
<td>810-459-1635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Suite 609, Stemmons Tower West, Dallas, Texas 75207</td>
<td>214-631-3745</td>
<td>910-861-4918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Raytheon Canada, Ltd., 400 Phillips Street, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada</td>
<td>519-745-6831</td>
<td>610-365-3469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Areas</td>
<td>Raytheon Overseas, Ltd., 141 Spring Street, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173</td>
<td>617-862-6600</td>
<td>710-324-6568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>92-3455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>